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- Highly visible, tough   
  polyurethane marker body

- Temporary traffic markings that  
   are visible both day and night

- Installations take only seconds  
  making Pexco’s TRPMs highly         
  cost effective

- Effective and inexpensive lane  
  line delineation

- Safety for workers and less time      
  spent in traffic zones 

Scan this 
QR code for the 
YouTube Video 
on this product

ISO 9001-FM565-59
ISO 14001-EMS 565061

OHSAS 18001-OMS 565060

Pexco is a leading
manufacturer of recycled

traffic control products

TRPM Chip and Slurry Seal Markers Save Time, Money & Lives

Keep Work Zones Safe for 
Your Crews and Drivers

These tough reflectors are very 
bright, resist cracking and peeling 
and provide superb visibility from 
long distances, giving the driver 
advance warning of the road.

In an era of decreased budgets 
and increased timelines, TRPMs 
provide an opportunity for 
enormous cost savings. Quick, 
simple placement reduces the 
time that your crew is exposed to 
traffic. TRPMs can be installed in 
only seconds by one worker with 
no special equipment, providing 
high profile delineation on freshly 
sealed roads prior to permanent 
striping. Our unique adhesive 
system keeps the flexible TRPM 
securely in place. 

Save Money and Time!
Self Adhesive TRPMs Take 
Only Seconds to Install

When the roadway is ready, 
TRPMs precisely guide the crews 
who are responsible for installation 
of permanent striping. TRPMs are 
your smart choice for all your chip 
and slurry seal projects.

Pexco’s TRPMs provide 
everything you need for a 
successful chip seal project:

Work zones create hazardous 
driving conditions for drivers. 
Each year thousands of people 
are killed in work zone related 
accidents. Improved road 
markings and safer application 
methods hold the promise of 
improved safety and reduced 
accidents.

Using TRPMs in a chip seal 
operation is a proven and 
effective practice. TRPMs provide 
positive guidance to drivers both 
day and night. TRPMs are visible 
at night up to distances of 400 
feet, providing  excellent 
delineation. An additional benefit 
of TRPMs is that they provide a 
reference point for paint crews 
during the re-striping process.

The TRPM utilizes a cube-corner 
micro-prismatic reflector. 

Get FREE downloadable 
CAD Drawings of our products from 
CAD Details at 
www.caddetails.com 
or contact us at
www.hwysales@pexco.com


